Between the lines
Price list highlights – Junly 2019

Pricing news, product and feature updates from the latest Axis Communications price list

I can see clearly now.
AXIS P1375 and AXIS P1375-E Network Cameras offer excellent image quality with 2MP, HDTV 1080p, EIS, barrel distortion correction and
defogging functionality. With scene profiles the camera can be automatically adjusted to suit specific scenarios. Installation is simplified with a
video stream indicator to confirm the video is up and running. In addition, a CS mount and support for i-CS lenses, provides flexibility to change out
lenses. This camera offers the newest generation of Axis chip, the ARTPEC-7, allowing for more power, functionality and enhanced security features.
Highlights:
> HDTV 1080p at up to 60 fps
Exten
warr ded
> Zipstream with support for H.264 and H.265
avail anty
able
> Lightfinder 2.0 and Forensic WDR
Product

Part #

MSRP

AXIS P1375
AXIS P1375-E (outdoor-ready)
AXIS Fixed Box IR Illuminator Kit A

01532-001
01533-001
01534-001

$649
$899
$99

A sharp lookout.
AXIS M4206-V and AXIS M4206-LV Network Cameras are ultra-compact, indoor, varifocal mini domes
that offer clear, sharp video surveillance at an affordable price. These cameras offer a flexible field of view
whether you need close-up detail or if you are looking for a hawk-eye overview. The 3-6mm varifocal lens
can even be adjusted from a remote location to make installation easier. Designed for discreet installation,
these mini domes can be repainted to blend in seamlessly with any interior. These cameras only require
two screws to mount on the ceiling or wall which makes for a cost-effective installation.
Highlights:
> 3MP/HDTV 1080p
ded
Extenanty
> Zipstream with H.264 and H.265
warr able
avail
> Vandal resistant, IK08-rated
> Environment-friendly with over 40% recycled plastics
Product

Part #

MSRP

AXIS M4206-V
AXIS M4206-LV (with OptimizedIR)

01240-001
01241-001

$419
$469

Turn up the music.
AXIS C8210 Network Audio Amplifier is a migration device for transforming any passive speaker to a
network speaker. Some of the benefits of network audio that your customers can experience include zone
management for announcements (live, scheduled, or triggered) and background music. Pairing this and
Axis audio management system will offer central control and allow integrating with other systems such
as VoIP or network cameras.
Highlights:
ded
Extenanty
> 15W power amplifier with built-in DSP
r
r
wa able
> System health monitoring
avail
> Open standards for easy integration
> One cable for power and connectivity (PoE)
Product

Part #

MSRP

AXIS C8210

01558-001

$399

Questions? Call 1-800-444-AXIS, Option 1 to speak
with an Axis Inside Sales Representative.

